CEMETERY RULES AND REGULATIONS

1) Access to Morgan City Cemetery is restricted from 11:00 p.m. to dawn.
2) Funeral flowers and floral pieces: Floral pieces will be removed (7) days after the burial or when they become unsightly. Lot owners desiring to retain floral pieces must remove them within this time frame.
3) Flower containers. Small baskets, pots, jars, cans, vases, or bottles are acceptable containers for both cut and artificial flowers. Shepherd hooks, pinwheels, flag rods, etc. are permitted only within the place specifically provided for such in the headstone or base. Shepherd hooks, pinwheels, flag rods, etc. are prohibited outside the base of the headstone.
4) Fresh cut flowers are permitted any time if placed in a permanent vase located on the monument or within the base of the headstone, and may be removed and discarded without notice when they become unsightly.
5) Artificial flowers and grave decorations are permitted on headstones and within the base of the headstone, and may be removed and discarded without notice when they become unsightly.
6) Memorial day decorations: All Memorial Day decorations may be placed (3) days prior too, and removed (7) days following the holiday.
7) Planting and excavation. No planting of any type of plant material or digging or disturbing the sod within the cemetery will be permitted, except edging around the base of the headstone. Fencing, railing coping or others enclosures around lots or graves are prohibited also.
8) Cars must not park and/or drive on lawn areas.
9) Dogs (even on a leash) are not permitted in the cemetery.
10) Christmas decorations will be removed and discarded the first Monday in April of the following year. All other holiday decorations may be removed and discarded without notice (7) days after the holiday.
11) A general cleanup will be done annually on:
   a) The first Monday in April
   b) The Monday and/or (7) days following the (observed) Memorial Day holiday (all flowers and grave decoration may be removed and discarded).
   c) The first Monday in November.
12) The City is not responsible for personal property left in the Cemetery.

Effective June 1, 2005